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. Variation and vs metic Analogy in Lepidoptera.—Mr. Bates (whose 
ogi book of travels, Zhe Naturalist on the River Amazon, is ex- 
citing much attettion in England, and which we trust will be reprinted 
here) has contributed an elaborate paper to the Transactions of the 
Linnean Society, vol. xxiii (1862), entitled Contributions to the Insect 
Fauna of the Amazon Valley, Lepidoptera, Heliconide. The materials 
were gathered by the author during eleven years of travel ols research 
in the Amazon region. e introduction to this paper treats, among 

for them ms less needful to copy large parts of Mr. Bates’ narra- 
tive now, sin abstract of his r has recently ap i 
the Natural History Review. The bearing es’ observations 

geration to say, that, whilst reading and reflecting on the various facts 
given in this memoir, we feel ourselves to be as near witnesses as we can 
ever hope to be of the creation of a new species on this earth.” The two 
subjects, variation and simulation, as may be inferred, are considered in 

rated theory was promulgated. The facts set forth about variation appear 
excellently to illustrate the formation of races and nearly related species 

trate the doctrine of natural sedathiols: ade a peculiar 
“i will first notice some of the reported facts about seca Such 

amount and such gradations of variability as Mr. Bates reports of 
atharfion we races ceased to think very extraordinary in the v 
world; yet we had been led to suppose that forms in the animal world 
oi everywhere more definite and fix ut Mr. Bates’ observations 

to convinced him “that there is a perfect gradation in varia- 
bility, from butterflies of which hardly two can be found arr to rh 
varieties, to well marked races, to races that can hardly be disti 

_ 30m species, to true and ies.” In the genus Ceaitaia, for 
. instance, those parts of structure fi e. the veining of the wings] which 

form neric ee in other groups are here variable in the 
Sexes, and in individuals of the same sex, C. Ninonia “ evidently varies 

in different ways in different localities; yet the local varieties are not 

m 

including the variations under one and the same detiition: or to descri 

ingen the type and the local varieties. ides these aciciplats 

Ocal modifications, easily traceable to the type, there are, as often 

ig: in the case of prolific, widely dis distributed, es variable species, a 
number of other forms rather more strongly marked and better defined, 
which inhabit regions rather more distant from ne locality of the type 

than those which the mere varieties inhabit. ese are admi on 

nds to be distinct species; but I think it would be difficult to prove 
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that these were not also varieties of C. Winonia, which have become 
more completely segregated from the parent form.” The emer 
are given. ‘This is essentially what DeCandolle concludes of Oaks, 
as we have seen in a former article. Mechanitis Polymnia affords 

one of the most striking cases. The typical form of the pores insect, 
as figured by Cramer, prevails at Para and elsewhere the region 

Eeaiertio type. Among the numerous forms, one, which he names 
M. Eyaénsis, predominates; but all the Satertapdisite forms between. it 
and the ver M. Polymnia occur there, only in fewer num At 
St. Paulo, 260 miles further west, the species was again extremely varia- 
ble, some "individuals coming near the type, but none identical with it. 
The varieties were quite different from those of Ega; the M. Hygaénsis 

lon edt to one spec csilieis minated over a oe area, and modi 
certain districts, He a affirms that the varieties were of such a nature, a8 
to form and colors, that they could not be thought to be hybrids between 
two or more distinct species. And also, that the amount of local modifi- 
eation in no way accorded with obvious differences in the local sari a 

es 

600 miles apart and very different in physical conditions. Extending 
the view up to the eastern slopes of the Andes, there are said to i 
other forms, some of them seins varieties of M. Polymnia, although 

they have been described a S species ; others more sharply defined am 

having the appearance of true species. So Mr. Bates thinks that, — 
“The wrpeyeet is + presser that these apparently distinct ies are 

modifications, well as undoubted we eties are; for we have the species 
all stages a ideation, Simple variation, loc variety scarcely dis- 

Eapanbente from a mere es he comp ete local variety, and well marked 
pecies. The forms of M. Polymnia found in Boal phe sone 

view. At Rio Mey the well mar pad race or m 
is ; Mabe at Bahia apse towards the home of the t a 
MM. Teysinia i in compa with M. M. Nesea ; at Se rage Tahoe northw: 

e occu a 3 a ed Para 4 this form is seen no more, an 
in its typical ‘dress monopolizes the field. These facts seem to Roald us baer 
in this and similar cases, a new species originates in a local variety, whe 

a or 

ee aie advantage 0 

rent from its allies; ‘ ma two sister: 
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Leptalis Theonée in exhibiting the production, generally, of only one local 
form in a district, instead of ey As far as my observations go, this seems 
to ha ihe en the most frequent course in n Ww Tac 
would with difficulty be formed i ig a fimited area, when the individuals live in 
close neighborhood, except in such cases as our Leptalis, where rigid destruc- 
tion of intermediate ide is going on, thus restricting na at - mates to 
the surviving forms; or in such genera as Ithomia, wher the 
insects carefully nik ‘their exact counterparts in pairing.” 

In the latter case, where each sort strictly sisePleeta the races once 
originated woul kept distinct as long as they existed. Mr. Bates 

always found the pair to be precisely the same in color and markings. 

variation to be h id. And it would, as Mr. Bates remarks, enable a 
number of closely allied forms to exist, either together or in contiguous 
areas, ibgeic ge matin 

In his n Mechanitis Polymnia, as illustrating the course 
apparently followed bys nature in the formation of local species, the author 

“We find, in this most instructive case, all the stages of the process, ier 
the commencement of the formation of a local variety (var. Egaénsis) to 
perfect es ip 8g of one (var. Lysimnia) considered by all authors as a bom 
cae n species, most of the local varieties are connecte vib pape 

feos PS tartsar exhibiting all the shades of variation; and i 
this secount on. A that we — them to be varieties. In the species allied to 

e form: in a complete state of cer Mes the 
exception af T. uisiiens, which throws light on the rest and ) a 
are consi pecies ; they are, in fact, pe good species, Tike 

rt forms considered as such in natural history. It is only of 
variable spec t we can obtain a clue to the explanation 
such species must be studied in nature, and wi ference to the geo- 
Heo eem relations of their varieties. Many a naturalists, who receive 

onnectedly the different varieties of any treat them all as inde- 

pendent species; by such a od giataases 6 it nh _ wonder that they have faith in 
the absolute distinctness and immutability of 

The mimetic analogies, of which many a the Heliconide are the ob 
jects, hav ve been mentioned by modern authors who have written on | 

all the same family aspect,’ while the imitators or capes species are 
dissimilar to their nearest allies,—are perverted, as it were, from the facies 

of Shay ai to which they severally belong. 

The resemblance is so close that it is only after 4 practice that the true 
ike be distinguished from the counterfeit when on the wing in their native 
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forests. 1 was never able to distinguish the Leptalides from the species they 
imitated, although they belong to a family totally different in eee and 

osis from the Helconide, without rey de them closely 
capture. They fly i in the same parts of the forest, and g enerally ig cunre 
with the species they mimic. I have already given an eee lone 
modifications to which the Heliconide are subject. It is a ee ee oF cir- 
cumstance ote: es races or species of counterfeiting groups ac- 
company these local forms. In some cases I found proof that such species 
are woaee vi slain to place to suit the peculiar forms of Heliconide there 
stati 

The details in evidence of this are fully explained and illustrated by 
plates. Nothing can be more curious. The Jthomie imitated are ex- 
cessively numerous in individuals; the imitating Leptalides are rare, not 
more than one to a thousand of the other. The latter has not been 
found in any sihisr district or country than in ihisae inhabited by the 
Ithomie which they counterfeit. The resemblance is often carri 
minutiz, such as the color of the antennz and the spotting of the abdo- 

en. Not only are the Heliconide thus imitated; some of them are 
selves imitators, i. e., they counterfeit each other, species belonging 

to — genera having been confounded, owing to their close resem- 
egret and marking. 

mitative resemblances, of which hundreds of instances could be 
i are re fall of interest, and fill us with the greater astonishment the closer 
we investigate them; for some show a minute and palpably intentional like- 
ness which is perfectly staggering. I have sm that those features of the 
portrait are most attended to in nature which produce the most effective de- 
ception when the insects are seen in nature.” 

Similar imitations are said to occur in the Old World, in other families 
of Butterflies and Moths; ; but no instance is known of a tropical s species 

of these Cuckoo hats aa flies, which all wore the livery of working 
aliar to the country.” Mr. W ses a noticed two similar and 

be og striking instances of mimicry in 
, a8 to the final cause of these saardale peeing: 

“When we see a species of Moth which frequents flow a day 
wearing the appearance of a Wasp, we feel compelled to infer as agi imita- 
tion is intended to protect the otherwise ce insect by deceiving in- 
sectivorous animals which persecute the moth amd avoid the wasp. May not 
the Heliconide dress serve the same purpose to the Leptalis? Is it not prob- 
able, seeing the excessive abundance of the one species, and the fe wness of 
oe other, ee the Heticonide is free from the persecution to which the Lep- 

is is 
es. ‘elieve th that the specific mimetic analogies exhibited in connection with 

nomena of precisely the same nature as 
Sie are assimilated in superficial appear 

bstances on Piesiy the bark amongst 1 
of the nt o 
produced 

ae a 
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A full series of such imitations by insects, both of inanimate and of living 
objects, is then given. That such imitative resemblances as we are con- 
sidering are of the same class as these, and subject to the same explana- 
tion, is obvious from the fact of one species mimicking an inanimate 

creatures that possess them.” op ses maintains its hold upon 
existence only through some re en enabling it to withstand the 
various adverse circumstances to which it is exposed ; and the means are 

re re) 
animals. Mr. Bates never saw them preyed u ie} birds or Dragon-flies, 
or molested by Lizards when at rest; and — e ies set out to 
dry were ies attacked by vermin. They all have a peculiar smell. 
So it is probable that they are unpalatable to insect enemies “Tf the 
owe their Pima existence ip this gk it would be intelligible why 
the Leptalide, whose scanty number of individuals reveals a less pro- 
tected condition, should be feed | in ape dress and thus share their 
immunity, 

This naturally leads to Mr. Bates’ explanation of the process by whi ch 
these mimetic resemblances and other such adaptations are brought 
about. The adotirer pe natural selection finds here a beautiful application 
of the pede Given the Heliconide as they are, segregated and i 
course of ti jn 0 variations, varieties, and species under 

ae aie of their more ex nalogues, in each Lonatity, a 

m to depend upon the closeness st their resemblance to the pr 
Heliconider of the district, such resemblance being apparently heed only 

ies vary from place to place, so must the imitators if they 

would retain their hold upon life. And, of all the variations which are 

constantly arising, only those which do resemble the protected form near 

enough to deceive the insectivorous enemy, will retain their hold, This 
is ie eatntal selection, the insectivorous animals being the selecting agents ; 
and the operation s to draw out steadily, in certain favorable 
directions, the suitable variations which arise from generation to genera- 

n, as a result of the extermination of those sorts or varieties which 
are not enough like the _——- species to deceive the enemy. 

some of its ust be more 
ey tat laaees of the shied mimicked. According therefore to the 
closeness of its persecution by enemies, who seek the imitator but avoid the 
imitated, will be its enaame to become an exact counterfeit,—the less perfect 
degrees of resemblance being, generation after generation, eliminated, and 
only the others left to propagate their kind.” “The fact of one of the forms 
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of Leptalis Theonoé, namely L, Lysinoé, mimicking an Ega, not an Ihomia, 
but a flo wishing ee of another quite distinet family (Stalachtis Duvalit), 
shows that the objec ct of the mimetic tendencies of the species is simply dis- 

an 
nally in the divcbtions not of an Ithomia, but of another object equally well 
answering the pu rpose, selection operated i in he direction of that othe er object.” 

tion of a va of o 
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varieties of vet A nna nhl intererossing ais seg hogs place; this 
‘would retard the process of seatgetion the speci , in fact, ai 
setidutiong the state of things (varieties aed bal formed 1 apecien) which J have 
already described as there existing.” “Such, I con ceive, is the only way in 

‘ v 

At a time like the present, when the notion that species are derivative, 
somehow or other, is received as the most probable opinion by such an 

increasing number of competent observers and thinkers—including, it 
may be xdded, the names of Lyell and of Owen,—and when it appears 
to the thoroughly conservative and well-informed President of the 
nzan Society" “that the tide of iste among philoso hical naturalists 
is setting fast in favor of Mr. Darw s hypothesis,” such illustr ations of 

the latter as Mr. Bates has iNeed are worthy of attentive considera- 
tion. But we need not agree with Mr. Bates i in his reat atit: that the 

nor has it ever been shown, that they occur rlonlys and at aac 
- Ge 

3. Flora Australiensis: a Description of the Plants of the Aware 
‘Territory ; by Gzorce Bentnam, F.RS., P.LS., assisted by FerpiNaND 

Miter, M.D., F.R.S. & L.S., Government Botaniet, Melbourne, Vic 
toria, vol. L ( Ranunculacece to Anacardiacee.) London: Reeve & Co. 

* Address of George Bentham, Esq., President, read at the Anniversary M 
i the ily arial re May 26, 1863. Published at the r request pry 

is mainly a critical review of the recent ess of pinion &: S in its ceo 
iological) science, and is in lane, 

in some of Wyman's 
- efficien wo eponr dry es 


